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LONGING FOR 
DYNAMIC LIVING

Whether we are focusing on living every moment 

to the fullest, keeping fit and healthy, or achieving 

our life goals, it seems like we are constantly busy 

and always on the go these days. That’s why it is 

so important to find a peaceful haven of our own – 

especially in a bustling city like Berlin. If you are a 

person who thrives on putting all your energy into 

being out and about and getting things done, you 

need the perfect place to retreat to. And that place 

is PANDiON 4LIVING. 

PANDiON 4LIVING is a residential complex boasting 

a clear architectural design and bursting with excit-

ing new concepts. Every single square metre is the 

product of a smart design geared towards occupants 

looking to live their lives to the full. There is ample 

room for developing the body and mind plus no end 

of sport and leisure activities right on your doorstep 

to ensure you are energised and revitalised. 

PANDiON 4LIVING is ideal for anyone dreaming of 

an active life and looking for a dynamic investment 

opportunity. 

What are you waiting for?

REINHOLD KNODEL,  

EXECUTIVE BOARD PANDION AG
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FUTURE POTENTIAL  .  COSMOPOLITAN OUTLOOK  .  HIGH STANDARD OF LIVING

FOR REAL 
 COSMOPOLITANS

_ LOCATION
BERLIN
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BERLIN,  
A DIVERSE AND 
INSPIRING HIVE 
OF ACTIVITY
BERLIN, A CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS

When you go to Berlin, you can sense that this is a city that is always buzzing. It is 

new, international, surprising and unique all at once. The inspiration and momen-

tum at play here are unstoppable. In the whole of Germany, this is where everything 

is at its best, its most vibrant, its most intense. Whether you are looking for culture, 

entertainment, shopping, sport or fine dining, you will find plenty to inspire you 

here. And we promise that people of all ages and tastes will be spoilt for choice.

TOP ECONOMIC RESULTS

As if the high standard of living wasn’t enough, the economic momentum here is 

nothing short of impressive. In 2016, Berlin took the top spot* in Germany, record-

ing growth of 2.7 %. And this trend looks set to continue, with countless new jobs 

still being created in the fields of politics, media, culture and tourism in particular. 

As a result, the population is rising steadily. The city is currently home to around 

3.7 million people, but it is expected that this will increase by around 15,000 year-

on-year until 2030, when the total will hit the four million mark.

Source: 
* Senate Department for Economics, Energy and Public Enterprises
** Senate Department for Urban Development and Housing

FACTS
_ ON BERLIN
1,710 HOURS OF SUNSHINE PER YEAR

23.6 °C AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS

2,500 PARKS 

438,000 TREES LINING THE STREETS

4,650 RESTAURANTS

1,090 BARS AND PUBS

150 THEATRES AND STAGES

440 GALLERIES
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PRENZLAUER BERG

FUTURE POTENTIAL  .  COSMOPOLITAN OUTLOOK  .  HIGH STANDARD OF LIVING

_ LOCATION

FOR ENERGETIC
PEOPLE
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HEALTH AND FITNESS
1   Velodrome
2   Skating rink
3   Berliner TSC e. V. football club/tennis
4   Swimming pool
5    Beach volleyball at the Volkspark FH
6   Climbing rock at the Volkspark FH
7   Basketball court at the Volkspark FH
8   Vivantes Friedrichshain Hospital
9   MVZ health center FH

EATING OUT
10   Spreegold restaurant
11   Chez Maurice bistro
12   Saphire Bar Berlin
13   Restaurant Schoenbrunn
14   Il Pane e le Rose restaurant
15   Restaurant Erdton
16   ČSA Bar 
17   Cafe Sibylle
18   Block House Friedrichshain restaurant
19   Rembrand Burger restaurant

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
20  Open air cinema in Friedrichshain
21   Fairy Tale Fountain
22  Kino Kosmos cinema
23   UCI Kinowelt multiplex movie theatre

LOCAL SHOPPING 
24   FrischeParadies luxury food retailer
25   Stadler cycle shop
26  REWE supermarket 
27   Kaufland supermarket 

EDUCATION
28  Tesla high school
29   Evangelische Schule Berlin FH  

(Christian school)
30  Kurt-Schwitter high school
31   Georgh-Weerth school
32   Berlin Bilingual School
33   Schule am Königstor school
34   Margarete-von-Witzleben school
35   Spartacus-Grundschule primary school

PRENZLAUER BERG

FRIEDRICHSHAIN (FH)

BERLIN

Central Station

16 min 33 min

Airport BER

35 min

43 min

Alexanderplatz

12 min 22 min

ULTIMATE CITY LIVING

Prenzlauer Berg is one of the most popular residential 

areas in Berlin. This is no surprise given that it shows off 

the city in its best light, maintaining the feel of an urban 

setting yet boasting a high standard of living that attracts 

residents. The area near the velodrome has the added 

bonus of being a quiet spot that is only a stone’s throw 

away from the really trendy parts of town. For example, 

the popular Bötzow neighbourhood is only a few min-

utes’ walk away. Here, you can indulge in every aspect of 

modern city living – order a cappuccino in your favourite 

café, sip on a craft beer in a cool bar, pick up some pur-

chases at the organic food store, or tuck into a tasty Ital-

ian dinner. If you need to do a bigger weekly shop, there 

are two supermarkets just around the corner.

ACTIVE LIFE STARTER KIT

If you want to go for a run or take the dog for a walk, 

the vast Volkspark Friedrichshain park is just 200 

metres away. Plus, there is a swimming pool, skating 

rink and tennis court right on your doorstep. If team 

sports are more your thing, there are loads of clubs in 

the neighbourhood for you to join. Maybe you prefer 

your action on the big screen? No worries – there’s a 

cinema in Friedrichshain and the UCI Kinowelt multi-

plex movie theatre on Landsberger Allee. Not to men-

tion that there’s plenty of places to get your cultural fix 

throughout the city. We recommend getting to where 

you need to be on your bike or on public transport.

Stadler cycle shop, Friedrichshain

Bötzow neighbourhood

Volkspark Friedrichshain

PRENZLAUER BERG,  
AN UP-AND-COMING  
NEIGHBOURHOOD
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FOR FRIENDS
 OF STYLE

_ ARCHITECTURE

EFFICIENT USE OF SPACE  .  FUNCTIONALITY  .  SUSTAINABILITY
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INDIVIDUALITY FUELLED BY INSPIRING IDEAS 

PANDiON 4LIVING is perfect proof that something 

can be functional and still look good. The new build 

has a sophisticated design, with architecture based 

around straight lines. The clean-cut basic shape is 

broken up with huge, striking recesses along each 

of the four frontages that mark the entrances. Trees 

have been planted in each of the entrance areas, 

making for an aesthetically pleasing feature and giv-

ing each side of the building its own identity. 

PERFEKT SPACE FOR DEVELOPMENT 

PANDiON 4LIVING is an attractive proposition for 

anyone looking to turn their dream of moving into a 

truly special home of their own into reality. There are 

357 apartments in total, each of which has up to four 

bedrooms. Every one of the individual units boasts 

an inspiring sense of space. Clever use is made of the 

room available, with every single square metre being 

utilised to its full potential and the whole floor space 

open to give you maximum living space. Light floods 

in through the floor-length windows and all of the 

apartments have their own balcony or terrace. 30 % 

of the apartments are designed to be barrier-free in 

accordance with the Berlin building code.

ARCHITECTURE 
MEETS NATURE
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A TREE-LINED 
WELCOME

A DYNAMIC AND INSPIRING COMPLEX 

PANDiON 4LIVING is divided into four building  

sections. Each of the four streets surrounding the 

complex grants access to an apartment building 

through its own entrance. A different type of tree 

has been planted in every entrance area to give them 

each their very own identity. The trees blossom, for 

example, at staggered intervals, forming artistic 

shapes as they grow.

At the heart of the complex, there is a spacious  

courtyard that has been planted with a variety of 

greenery and is sure to entice young and old resi-

dents alike. Several play areas will keep the children 

entertained for hours, whilst big kids can enjoy a 

game of boules or table tennis and give the climb-

ing wall a go. Urban living just isn’t complete with-

out a bike. This is no problem at PANDiON 4LIVING, 

with secure and convenient storage facilities in the 

courtyard on the basement level and in the desig-

nated huts.

4 ADDRESSES 
_ 4 TYPES OF TREES
MAPLE CONRAD-BLENKLE-STREET

CHERRY PAUL-HEYSE-STREET

ASH FRITZ-RIEDEL-STREET

AMERICAN  
SWEETGUM RUDI-ARNDT-STREET
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ENTRANCE AREAS OOZING WITH FRESH STYLE

Each of the entrance areas has been assigned its very 

own type of tree, which also features throughout the 

design inside the corresponding building section. 

The entrance areas themselves are reminiscent of 

small piazzas, featuring a raised-bed cube in front  

of a covered area that leads into the foyer.

The layout of the foyers inside the building is the work 

of the a.s.h. interior design studio, who are known  

for bringing spaces to life using unusual materials 

with a view to inspiring, amusing and intriguing peo-

ple. Above all, the clever use of contrasts and the 

juxtaposition of light and shade creates fascinating 

structures that shape the space available.

STUNNING 
FOYER DESIGN
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ADDED  
VALUE YOU 
CAN SEE

THE ARCHITECTS

PANDiON 4LIVING is based on a design by Hascher 

Jehle Architektur. They view architecture as a ve hicle 

for interaction, communication and inspiration. For 

every new development, their mission is to discover 

new structures and ways of using space. This involves 

making smart use of state-of-the-art technology and 

coming up with designs that are energy-efficient and 

effective in economical and ecological terms. 
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FOR SPACE
 SEARCHERS

_ LIVING SPACE

EFFICIENT SPACES  .  LARGE WINDOWS  .  BALCONY OR TERRACE
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COMPACT
APARTMENTS

FACTS
_ COMPACT APARTMENTS

FLOORS
1st–5th floor

SIZE
One or two bedrooms, 

ranging from approx. 37 m² to approx. 75 m²

OUTSIDE SPACES
Balconies

SPECIAL FEATURES
Open living concept, balcony, maximised 

sense of space with the room available used 

to its full potential

PERFECTLY BALANCED SPACE 

Spanning floor space of between approx. 37 m² to 

approx. 75 m², these one or two-bedroom apartments 

provide you with plenty of space for development. It 

may seem unbelievable at first, but it all comes down 

to the clever floor plans that don’t waste a single 

inch. There is a large living and dining area with an 

open-plan kitchen at the heart of every apartment.
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COMPACT
APARTMENTS

TWO-BEDROOM APARTMENT
1ST–5TH FLOOR

BATHROOM    8.09 m2

BEDROOM    16.05 m2

LIVING/DINING ROOM  19.03 m2

KITCHEN     4.56 m2

UTILITY ROOM    1.77 m2

BALCONY (50 % OF 6.22 m2) 3.11 m2 

TOTAL LIVING SPACE  52.61 m2 
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LIVING WITH ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

The family flats feel lovely and spacious, let in plenty 

of light and boast a balcony. At the heart of every unit 

is a spacious living and dining area with an open-plan 

kitchen. The family flats have three or four bedrooms.

FAMILY
FLATS

FACTS
_ FAMILY FLAT 

FLOORS
Ground floor–6th floor

SIZE
Three or four bedrooms,  

ranging from approx. 75 m² to approx. 130 m²

OUTSIDE SPACES
Balconies, terraces and private gardens

SPECIAL FEATURES
Open living concept, designed with 

families in mind
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FAMILY
FLATS

THREE-BEDROOM APARTMENT 
1ST – 6TH FLOOR

CORRIDOR    11.62 m2

BATHROOM 1  6.17 m2

BATHROOM 2 4.98 m2

BEDROOM 1   14.12 m2

BEDROOM 2   12.40 m2

LIVING/DINING ROOM  32.76 m2

KITCHEN    5.52 m2

UTILITY ROOM    1.83 m2

BALCONY (50 % OF 9.88 m2)  4.94 m2 

TOTAL LIVING SPACE  94.34 m2 
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PENTHOUSE 
APARTMENTS

THE PLACE TO ENJOY LIFE FROM WAY UP HIGH

For a stunning view of Berlin’s skyline every day, the 

penthouse apartments are the place to live. Head to 

the terrace that comes with every apartment for the 

ultimate spot for admiring the view.

FACTS
_ PENTHOUSE APARTMENTS 

FLOORS
6th floor/penthouse floor

SIZE
Four bedrooms,  

ranging from approx. 130 m² to approx. 175 m²

OUTSIDE SPACES
Spacious roof terraces

SPECIAL FEATURES
Open living concept,  

stunning hideaway
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FOUR-BEDROOM APARTMENT 
6TH FLOOR / PENTHOUSE LEVEL

CORRIDOR  14.88 m2

BATHROOM 1 5.60 m2

BATHROOM 2 8.73 m2

BEDROOM 1 13.13 m2

BEDROOM 2 13.13 m2 

BEDROOM 3 21.84 m2

DRESSING AREA 5.86 m2

LIVING/DINING ROOM 55.71 m2

KITCHEN  6.45 m2

UTILITY ROOM  5.39 m2

BALCONY 1 (50 % OF 18.40 m2) 9.20 m2

BALCONY 2 (50 % OF 35.20 m2) 17.60 m2

TOTAL LIVING SPACE  177.52 m2 

PENTHOUSE
APARTMENTS
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FOR COMFORT
 USERS

_ FITTINGS

COMFORT  .  DESIGN  .  LUXURY
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EXTREME ATTENTION TO DETAIL THROUGHOUT

As you enter the bathrooms, you step into an oasis 

of well-being that you won’t want to leave in a hurry. 

They combine elegance and functionality in equal 

measure, with the finest quality being demanded 

from every element, including the floor-level show-

ers, bathtubs, taps and toilets. Everything in the bath-

rooms is supplied by well-known manufacturers.

FRESH  
INSPIRATION TO  
RE-ENERGISE YOU

FUNCTIONALITY WITH STYLE 

How do you create a haven of well-being within your 

own home? That’s easy – it all comes down to the 

fittings. The crucial thing is to ensure that they ful-

fil their function whilst still looking beautiful. Look, 

feel, convenience – all the boxes need to be ticked. 

PANDiON 4LIVING oozes subtle elegance. White 

ceilings and walls keep the rooms bright and light, 

whilst timelessly sophisticated inside doors, door 

handles and window fittings all add to the overall 

impression. All living rooms, kitchens and corridors 

are fitted with multi-layered parquet flooring in your 

choice of colour and wood. Each apartment comes 

with a video intercom system as standard because 

we know there can be no slacking on security.

BALCONY FLOORING 

The loggias, balconies and penthouse 
terraces will have elevated wood flooring.

VIDEO INTERCOM SYSTEM 

For increased security, a video intercom 
system will be included as standard in every 
apartment.

PARQUET 

Living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens and 
corridors will have multi-layered parquet, 
such as oak, oiled.

SHOWER

Flush-tiled showers with glass partitions 
ensure comfort.

TOWEL RACK 

Bathrooms will have white electric towel 
radiators.

FLOORING 

Modern tile design from well-known 
manufacturers for discerning residents.

WASHBASIN

Single or double washbasins from brand-
name manufacturers combine design with 
functionality.

TOILET 

Toilets with a soft-close function will be 
wall-mounted.

FITTINGS  
THAT  
FUNCTION
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FOR ACTIVITY
LOVERS

_ FEATURES

VITALITY  .  FITNESS  .  SPORTS
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DYNAMIC  
CITY LIVING
PANDiON 4LIVING is the perfect setting for an active 

lifestyle. You will be motivated to get moving without 

even having to leave the complex thanks to the climb-

ing wall, boules areas and table tennis tables that are 

available for all residents to use. What a lovely way to 

make friends with like-minded neighbours. And there 

is plenty more where that came from – you don’t need 

to venture far at all. PANDiON 4LIVING couldn’t be in 

a location better suited to sporty types. Whether you 

want to go for a run in the Volkspark Friedrichshain or 

Volkspark Prenzlauer Berg parks, get in some lengths 

in the 50-metre swimming pool near the velodrome 

or play a game of tennis at the centre just around the 

corner, there is something to suit pretty much every-

one’s health and fitness preferences right here. Plus, 

the sports centre on Paul-Heyse-Strasse has a range 

of halls and facilities spread over 70,000 m². This huge 

sports complex has a lot to offer and is home to 30 

clubs involved in a number of different sports. New 

members are always welcome there.

SMART FLOORPLANS FOR MAXIMUM SPACE

All of the PANDiON 4LIVING apartments have clear 

floor plans that have been drawn up with care and 

attention. The result is that the space available  

can be used to its full potential, providing you with 

un believable amounts of room for development. 

Natural light f loods in through the floor-length  

windows. In other words, these apartments are all  

set to re-energise and revitalise their occupants.

COVERED PARKING GARAGEELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS IN
THE UNDERGROUND CAR PARK

SMART HOME

A FEELING OF MAXIMUM SPACE – OPTIMISED LAYOUTS
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FOR SMART 
INVESTORS 

_ INVESTMENT

DESIRABLE APARTMENT SIZES  .  REASONABLE STARTING PRICES  .  VALUE APPRECIATION
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A DYNAMIC 
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY

As a general rule, investing in property tends to be a 

sensible move. This is because you get some protec-

tion against inflation and can often take advantage 

of tax benefits. Given that interest rates are low right 

now, property investments are a solid alternative to 

leaving your cash sitting in a savings account. On top 

of that, property is a more stable investment than 

shares or bonds, which are affected much more 

drastically by fluctuations on the financial markets. 

When considering the key factors involved in actually 

buying a property, PANDiON 4LIVING has the loca-

tion, demand, purchase price and financing options 

covered. All things considered, we are offering you 

a dynamic investment opportunity you can’t refuse.

TAKE US UP ON AN OFFER YOU CAN’T REFUSE. 
WATCH THE VALUE STEADILY GO UP AND UP.

A SOUGHT-AFTER  
RESIDENTIAL AREA
Situated in Berlin’s Prenzlauer Berg district, PANDiON 4LIVING is incredibly easy to 

get to. Nestled in a quiet neighbourhood, there are fantastic shops right on the 

doorstep and the Volkspark Friedrichshain park is just around the corner. Continued 

growth and development within the area is also on the cards, with rental and pur-

chase prices expected to soar as a result. That makes now the ideal time to buy.

A DEMAND  
FOR HOUSING
Berlin is booming, with the strong positive trend expected to continue as far as 

both the economic situation and the number of inhabitants are concerned going 

forward. In 2016, Berlin recorded economic growth of 2.7%, taking the top spot* in 

Germany. The population is predicted to increase from the current figure of around 

3.7 million to 3.9 million by 2030 as people flock to the capital.** We are going to see 

more and more demand for housing in line with this.

ATTRACTIVE FINANCING 
OPPORTUNITY 
The interest rate for property loans remains at a historically low level, which is fan-

tastic news for investors who want to have their investment bankrolled to a large 

extent or even in full – which is an option we are offering for PANDiON 4LIVING.

PREMIUM QUALITY  
AT A REASONABLE PRICE
When you combine a dedicated project developer, distinctive architecture, sol-

id ideas and an efficient design, what you get is a complex full of beautiful own-

er-occupied apartments available for a fair purchase price. PANDiON 4LIVING 

includes a number of small- and medium-sized apartments, meaning that the 

starting price is automatically kept relatively low.
Source: 
* Senate Department for Economics, Energy and Public Enterprises
** Senate Department for Urban Development and Housing
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_ PAST PROJECTS
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PANDION VISTA, 

COLOGNE

PANDiON Vista is one of the three 

‘crane houses’ in the trendy new 

Rheinauhafen district of Cologne, 

which is located right on the bank 

of the River Rhine. PANDiON created 

133 luxurious owner-occupied apart-

ments in total across the 18 floors 

in the building, which extends to a 

height of over 60 metres. In keep-

ing with the two crane buildings 

used for office space, the apartment 

block is shaped like a crane, with its 

boom stretching out at a right angle 

and reaching as far as the river. The 

glass and concrete structures come 

together to form a landmark that can 

be seen from far and wide, adding a 

striking silhouette to the skyline of 

the city.PANDION FIRST, 

BERLIN-MITTE

ISARBELLE, 

MUNICH-OBERSENDLING
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ARCHITECTURE
Hascher Jehle Architektur, Berlin

INTERIOR DESIGN
a.s.h. studio, Cologne

RENDERINGS
HHVISION, Hoersch & Hennrich Architekten GbR, Cologne

CONCEPT AND DESIGN
TPA Agentur für Kommunikationsdesign GmbH

COPYRIGHT
Pandion Conrad 29 GmbH, Berliner Allee 48c, 15806 Zossen

CONTACT
Tel.: +49 (0)30 2000749-49, vertrieb@pandion.de

www.pandion.de

DISCLAIMER

This brochure is for informational purposes only and 

does not represent a binding offer in any way. We 

accept no liability for its accuracy or completeness. 

All illustrations are provided only as examples and 

proposed designs. Furniture and other fittings are 

not included in the offer. The image materials, es-

pecially the views and perspective drawings, are 

for illustrative purposes only and are not binding. 

The illustrations in this brochure are therefore not 

binding. Possible stipulations from regulatory bod-

ies may mean that the planning and square meter-

age may change. The specified residential spaces 

are the approximate finished dimensions based on 

the German Residential Space Ordinance (Wohn-

flächenverordnung). Only notarised agreements are 

valid and enforceable.




